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Abstract

Multi‐agent reinforcement learning (MARL) has emerged as a useful approach to solving decentralised
decision‐making problems at scale. Research in the field has been growing steadily with many break‐
through algorithms proposed in recent years. In this work, we take a closer look at this rapid de‐
velopment with a focus on evaluation methodologies employed across a large body of research in
cooperative MARL. By conducting a detailed meta‐analysis of prior work, spanning 104 papers ac‐
cepted for publication from 2016 to 2022, we bring to light worrying trends that put into question
the true rate of progress.

From RL to MARL: Lessons, trends and recommendations

# 1 Know the true source of improvement and report everything

Figure 1. Historical performance of QMIX on different SMAC maps across papers.

# 2 Use standardised statistical tooling for estimating and reporting uncertainty

Figure 2. Statistical tools used across papers: a) Aggregate functions, b) Measure of spread c) Independent runs.

# 3 Guard against environment misuse and overfitting

Figure 3. Reanalysis of original SMAC experiments [1]

Contributions

# 1 We have open sourced our dataset and call for contributions from the MARL community as a
whole

Figure 4. Environment adoption over time.

# 2 Evaluation Tools Repo
We have open‐sourced a repo to do all statistical aggregation and produce all plots given raw
experiment data in the correct format.

# 3 Standardised evaluation protocol

# 4 Experimental reporting template

Additional Findings

Figure 5. Caption

Conclusion

We propose a standardised performance evaluation protocol, motivated in part by the literature on
evaluation in RL, as well as by a meta‐analysis of prior work in MARL. It is our hope that, if widely
adopted, such a protocol could make comparisons across different works much faster, easier and
more accurate leading to sustained progress in the field.
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